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Introduction
When I wrote the introduction to our 2020 1-2-3 Food Annual Review, there was optimism that things were finally on the
turn. We were also looking forward to the re-starting of our flagship Food Business Breakfasts, to get the sector together
in one room again and have some great conversations.
Then January 2021 came, and things looked different. Cases rose to new heights, and both the UK and rest of the world
faced uncertain times. But April and May saw a glimmer of light as restaurants were allowed to open and foodservice and
hospitality were able once again to do what they do best. As summer turned into Autumn the sector faced driver and
fuel shortages, and of course continuing issues with the pandemic which stubbornly refuses to go away. Through all this
turbulence, the food sector – our producers and manufacturer have excelled themselves, by producing and delivering
high quality food and drink for the nation.
As we close 2021 and look forward to 2022, we are faced with inflationary pressures and the prospect that consumers will
soon have to pay more for their weekly shop as producers can no longer absorb increasing costs. But as our 1-2-3 Food
columnists has shown, there have been successes and triumphs, with opportunities to re-invent businesses being taken
and new channels opened. As always for our 1-2-3 Food column we ask our contributors for:
•

One business success

•

Two sector challenges

•

Three sector forecasts

Their responses are always insightful and informative, and we hope you find them the same.
We’d like to thank our contributors not only for their words, but also for the incredible efforts they make every day to feed
the nation. If there are any lessons learned from the last two years, let’s hope that consumers have a greater appreciation
of the talented and skilled people behind the products they buy. Hopefully we will be able to meet in person in 2022, but
if you have if you have any questions or comments in the meantime, please get in touch with me or any member of the
Food team at Roythornes.

Peter Cusick
Partner and Head of Food Team
PeterCusick@Roythornes.co.uk
01775 842659
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Duncan Swift, Moore Accountants
January 2021

Duncan Swift, Partner & Head of Food Advisory Group at Moore UK, Chartered Accountants has over 25 years’ experience
helping food producers financially survive and thrive particularly in their dealings with supermarkets.
Duncan’s views on pre-supply trading terms and supplier/supermarket dealings were referenced in the Groceries Market
Review 2006-2008 and ‘Tescopoly’ (Andrew Simms, 2007). More recently he has commented on supermarket payment
behaviours; food producer insolvency rates; supermarket accounts; and authored the Evolving Risks in Global Food
Supply report (2019) for Lloyd’s of London.
Duncan was the 2019/20 President of R3, the UK trade association for insolvency, restructuring and turnaround
professionals. R3 stands for ‘Rescue, Recovery and Renewal’.
One business success
•

The pivot to on-line delivery has been astounding and it’s not just in groceries. Early last year I was preparing a
presentation for the Westminster Food & Nutrition Forum on our Evolving Risks in Global Food Supply report
findings. Within a week the conference was entirely rearranged to be delivered virtually on 25th March 2020. If you’re
unfamiliar with Lloyd’s of London reports, take a look, they’re free to access and eerily prescient.

Two challenges for the sector
•

Retaining and motivating staff. Extensive restrictions on personal freedoms to curb COVID transmission come at
a cost. Food production settings are particularly susceptible to outbreaks and requiring staff to comply with everchanging restrictions does not stop at the factory gate. Virtual-leadership will not suffice.
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Duncan Swift, Moore Accountants
January 2021
•

Getting paid in full and on time. Effective and timely credit control is vital. Pandemic demand and supply shocks have
wrought havoc on businesses’ cash-flows, causing many to be unable to pay on time. Engage early with late-payers
and work with them to agree payment plans to catch-up on arrears. Seek rectification via experienced commercial
solicitors such as Roythornes and the Small Business Commissioner. If your customer’s late payment causes
your business to become unable to pay its own bills on time it’s also worth having a conversation with a licensed
insolvency practitioner with experience in your business’ sector.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

The most successful grocer retailers will be those that best combine existing bricks & mortar footprints with an online offering. Supporting evidence identified in our report includes:
•

Walmart saying in 2017 “customers that shop [with] us in-store and online spend nearly twice as much as
customers that only shop with us in stores”; and

•

Ocado’s capital growth as a technology sales platform assisting bricks & mortar retailers to establish
e-commerce services, rather than as an on-line only retailer.

•

Suppliers should plan accordingly, noting that whilst rapid sales growth has been seen on-line over the last
year, physical stores retain scale with sales some six times greater.

•

Realising value will be more difficult. “Anyone can sell a £1 for 99p” and we’ve seen many businesses do so in pursuit
of turnover gains and to standout in price comparisons. However, if suppliers do not even try to identify and regularly
articulate the differences of their offerings in terms of value and not price, it should be no surprise if target customers
are not prepared to pay them a premium. It’s likely that post-pandemic inflation will raise the stakes to get this right.

•

Food price inflation will drive more food fraud. Articulation of provenance provides opportunity to command price
premiums whilst requiring the rigorous maintenance and enforcement of standards. Our Lloyd’s of London report
identified increasingly networked, accelerated, integrated and consolidated food supply activities amplify the
contamination and recall risks caused by food fraud, with costs predominately borne by processors.
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Jake Norman, OAL
January 2021

Jake Norman is Head of Sales at OAL (Olympus Automation Ltd.) a foodtech based in Peterborough. The family business
is well known for its OAL Connected (Autocoding) system that protects over 1,200 food packaging lines from label and
date code errors with local customers including Bakkavor, Ichiban and Pioneer Foods. Over the last five years they have
developed APRIL Robotics - think robots weighing out ingredients and powders to a recipe and making sauces with no
human intervention.
One business success
•

Working remotely: We’ve always provided 24/7 support to our food customers but COVID has made this more
important than ever. Last year we helped keep critical food production lines running in the UK and Ireland and
remotely commissioned a robot cell in Netherlands. We also built 14 state of the art pods during the pandemic at our
offices in Peterborough, to keep our engineers can keep safe too!

Two challenges for the sector
•

Paperwork: Lots of businesses have made great gains in removing paperwork but we still do see it when walking
around food manufacturing sites. Data is too valuable to be left on paper! Can you remove more paperwork from your
business?

•

Risk aversion: The food industry has faced unprecedented demands which has been great for business and naturally
led to an operations focus on the here and now. At a time of great uncertainty, a major challenge will be overcoming
the fears of investment to reap the rewards of automation and digitisation. Risk aversion in particular is often cited as
a characteristic of the food industry but the high demands we’ve seen over the last 12 months should give business
the confidence to invest.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

Robots: To date all our robotics sales have been to mainland Europe and the USA. I’m confident this will change over
the next year as UK companies see the paybacks generated by European manufacturers.
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Jake Norman, OAL
January 2021
•

More AI: Once you capture data and images digitally you can use it to add value at a relatively low marginal cost. Our
APRIL Eye technology uses AI to read and verify date codes to check they are correct, legible and present. It is much
more reliable and flexible than traditional OCR because it’s been trained using databases of millions of date code
images. We’ll see more and more of these types of applications.

•

Maintenance: Whilst we would love to see large capex spends on big projects, there will be a key focus on
maintenance as budgets tighten and sites continue to need to become more self-sufficient. We do annual audits
and training to help customers get the most of our systems and can see demand increasing, especially for remote
training.
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Niall Macalister Hall, Kintyre Gin
February 2021

Niall Macalister Hall is CEO of Beinn an Tuirc Distillers, a business founded in 2016 by Niall, his brother and his wife.
Focusing on environmental and community issues, the distillery uses hydroelectricity to produce their products, and
supports a number of community projects. The business now offers a range of craft spirits under the Kintyre brand, an
onsite (and online) shop, distillery tours and tastings. More details on the distillery and their online shop can be found on
their website: https://www.kintyregin.com/
One business success
•

I feel the biggest success for us over the last 12 months was winning three awards at the Scottish Gin Awards 2020.
A virtual event due to Covid, the awards have been running for four years now and bring together a huge number of
gin producers throughout Scotland. We won best High Strength Gin, took a highly commended award in the London
Dry Category and won the award for Excellence in Sustainability. We pride ourselves on our eco-credentials, and
sustainability is what we are all about - using our own hydro electricity to power our still, our tree planting scheme,
and all the other measures that we try and put in place. This is a very hot topic now, and will become increasingly so
over the next couple of years.

Two challenges for the sector
•

The first one is the sheer number of gin producers on the market. When we started in 2017 there was a reasonable
handful, but this has mushroomed. While it is great to see so many different styles and variations out there, it has led
to a very competitive market-place and achieving new listings with major retailers can be difficult. Our difference is
our sustainability, and not our price point, and this is not an easy point to get across in negotiations where sometimes
it is all about price, price and price!

•

The second one has to be, for me, BREXIT. At the time of writing, we still don’t know what this will mean for the
industry. In 2018, prior to Covid, we exported approximately 25% of our volume to EU countries. While this won’t
stop, it will become more difficult, with red tape and added bureaucracy, and quite possibly additional costs. We,
and others, will all be trying to forge new markets out with the EU to future proof our exports. This isn’t easy as gin is
pretty much a universally made product!
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Niall Macalister Hall, Kintyre Gin
February 2021
Three forecasts for the sector
•

More and more producers will realise both the moral and the market advantages of producing a product in a
sustainable way. While we started out with this mindset, others are now beginning to realise it is the way to go
and this is great to see. For us we will continue to review our own footprint, and are already planning low carbon
developments - for example the installation of EV charge points for visitors, the further development of our walled
garden to produce local food for our new cafe and changes to packaging.

•

It is a well-known fact that young people aren’t consuming as much alcohol as we once did (for those that are nearing
middle-age!). This is a healthy option for some which is already spurring producers like us into developing low, or non,
alcohol variations of their products on to the market. This market is growing rapidly and more will look to diversify.

•

Online sales and tutored tastings have become the norm during the pandemic. Post virus, I fully expect this to
continue as a ‘new norm’. We have hosted a number of gin tastings, cocktail making classes, and staff nights ‘out’ for
clients across the UK. This is a great way for us to reach new audiences and to push our brand messages further, but
also for the consumer to enjoy a relaxing and fun evening indoors.
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Norman Bagley, AIMS
February 2021

Norman Bagley is Head of Policy at the well-respected multi-award winning trade body The Association of Independent
Meat Suppliers. Originally a livestock auctioneer for 35 years, originally in the Welsh Borders and then from 1985 at a
farmer owned auction at Ripon.
AIMS was formed 20 years ago this month after Norman had sat on the Maclean task force on meat inspection charges
for abattoirs, which by chance also identified the previously underestimated importance of the medium and small
independent abattoir sector. He was asked to set up a representative organisation which by complete chance was
done on February 21st 2001, the night before foot-and-mouth disease was confirmed. Norman is well known across the
livestock industry and, along with his team at AIMS, the wider food industry and within Government. To find out more
about AIMS, visit their website here: https://www.aims2001.co.uk/
One business success
•

Being Here: Of course AIMS has had many successes over the years. Were we not successful then (a) we wouldn’t
be here and (b) we wouldn’t be growing in membership. So our main business success is that we are still here after
20 years. In terms of the last 12 months we have proven ourselves to be on the button in terms of the coronavirus
pandemic. We have kept our members updated daily throughout and have received many plaudits for our work.
The Chancellor has said of us “From our correspondence and meetings over the years I have become aware of
the contribution you have made to the meat supply and processing industry” whilst a member recently said that
“The information you provide is invaluable. It is worth the annual subscription many times over”. We have worked
alongside Government throughout providing them with information about the challenges that the market has faced
and suggestions for actions they should take. Many of these have been adopted such as, extending the seasonal
agriculture workers scheme to include the poultry sector in 2020 (we await 2021 at present), Trade Credit Insurance,
extending the pay-back period for bounce back loans and easier access for workplace testing from SMEs in the meat
and poultry sector.
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Norman Bagley, AIMS
February 2021
Two challenges for the sector
•

Regulation: The biggest challenge to the abattoir and cutting plant links in the supply chain is over-burdensome
regulation adding unnecessary inspections and cost to what is already a tight margin market. We are not against
regulations what we are against is the irregular and haphazard interpretation of the regulations by those who are
there to ensure that all businesses are assessed to the same standards.

•

The Red Tractor: There is a lot of industry debate about the worth of this standard, which, like AIMS, is 20 years old
this year. As an on-farm production standard we believe that it is acceptable in terms of providing evidence that UK
legislative standards and that some additional production standards have been achieved. However once it sets foot
post farm gate it is a mess. Despite what the owners of the scheme claim, it doesn’t drive market access because it
isn’t open to 100% of the UK’s retail and out-of-home channels nor does it have any relevance in the export market.
Were the Red Tractor an actual vehicle as opposed to a logo I’d say that after 20 years it’s in need of a full service to
ensure that it is still roadworthy.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

DNA Traceability for Meat: M&S already use DNA traceability for 100% of the beef they sell. The technology has come
down in price and other markets across the world are using it as a deterrent against food fraud and a means of
offering greater returns to producers. AIMS is currently running a proof of concept trial for DNA testing for beef in
the out-of-home and retail butchers shops markets with the results expected in the late Spring. DNA tracing will be
extended from beef into pigs (it is already used in the Republic of Ireland) and then on to sheep and, in all likelihood
poultry.

•

Climate Friendly Food Labelling: Lets be absolutely clear, when it comes to UK Beef, Lamb and Dairy we are producing
low-emission high quality food. It’s just that no-one has grabbed this and marketed it. Some ultra-processed foods on
the supermarket shelves do carry CO2 declarations but these are by and large meaningless to the consumer. Other
countries, in particular, New Zealand, market their primary produce, which includes meat, as low-emission / climate
friendly. Too often the UK plays catch up on these things. The levy boards and the NFU need to work fast and with
the processing sector bring forward climate friendly labelling for ruminant products. Making the case that grazing on
what would be otherwise unproductive pasture turns grass and water into protein whilst also sequestrating CO2 from
the atmosphere.

•

Coronavirus Recovery: If we are to take out any positives from the pandemic it is that we can all adapt to find new
ways of working and to find new markets in which to operate. It is not just about home working. We have seen
remote audits for processing sites over the last 12 months and they have worked. They have also reduced time and
‘audit’ burden. These need to remain in place. To take this one step further, why not provide businesses which have
to be audited with a portal into which they can upload their information as they proceed throughout the year. This
would create almost an ‘on-going’ audit system which could highlight real time issues and ensure conformance
rather than the current once or twice per year prolonged site visits.
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Peter Durose, Coregeo
March 2021

Peter Durose is Managing Director of Coregeo. Coregeo is the UK’s leading specialist in intellectual property (IP), brand
management and trade and consumer marketing services for the fresh produce industry. Since 1999 Coregeo has been
driving the commercialisation of some of the UK’s best-known branded fruit and vegetables, including Pink Lady® and
Tenderstem®.
One business success
•

The business had to quickly review our plans across all brands with Covid19 restrictions and limitations. This suddenly
meant some of our planned activity had to be cancelled or was just not possible to implement so the team tailored
our messaging and content across all media so that it was supporting customers. We did also identify a specific
opportunity to run TV advertising for the very first time and after a quick but thorough analysis it was agreed that we
would invest in the Pink Lady® brand on TV for the first time with fantastic results that were carried forward for the
rest of the year.

Two challenges for the sector
•

Covid-19 has had a substantial change in the way that we live our lives, socialising, working and shopping. As we are
now in the twelfth month of that change and have some more to go, it is really important that we understand what
those changes are, whether they are permanent and what that means for how we communicate with our customers.
It might be an old Tesco rote that we have to understand our customers, but it has never been truer than now. The
challenge to understand them during these exceptional circumstances and how we will all change or what we do in
the coming months is key to success.

•

Whether you are a Brexiteer or remainer doesn’t matter, however, we still have a very real challenge on understanding
the full impact of the UK leaving the EU on the 31st December 2020. This includes understanding the potential impact
of the deal, how that changes our cost structure in supplying the market, whether it changes our customers’ attitudes
to our products and brands along with how the retailers will respond to all of these elements. It is not whether this is
right or wrong anymore, it is the challenge of how well we manage our businesses through this period which is key.
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Peter Durose, Coregeo
March 2021
Three forecasts for the sector
•

Online will become an ever-increasing element of our activity, whether that is in how we communicate with our
customers directly, the way we promote our products or how our customers buy them. There are major changes
afoot including the growing influence of discounters, an increasing impact of online retailers on the Grocery sector
and technological advancement on how we shop. Retail has always been about change but we may be about to see a
restructure of the high street.

•

I don’t like saying this but whilst we are all looking to the vaccines as a final solution in the fight against Covid19, there
may well be a reality that says we will not see the back of this pandemic for some time. We still need to understand
many different elements such as the impact that mutations have on the viability of vaccines and the length of
protection that vaccines provide us. These may all have an impact on the way in which we do business and relate to
our customers. We may have come a long way since the Spanish Flu but we might well be foolish to think it is about
to be all over and we can return to normal ways of doing business.

•

Growers and specifically British growers might, just might, be about to see a period where their importance within
the supply chain starts to become more greatly recognised especially if they are able to respond to some of these
changes within the sector. Brands are becoming increasingly important to customers especially in terms of the trust
in those brands which might create a new and exciting opportunity for UK farming businesses.
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Rob Kedzlie, NPD Direct
March 2021

Robert Kedzlie is the founder and managing director of Spalding based NPD Direct, a concept design agency working
within the retail, food service and food manufacturing sectors across the UK, Europe and North America. Founded on
January 1st 2000 the company works with multi-national household name retailers, food service operators and brands,
designing the next generation food, packaging and processing concepts for consumers around the world. The business
operates from their design studio in Spalding and additional office and kitchen space on 25th St. Manhattan, New York.
Food design, food photography, packaging design and launch management are some of the key functions within the
business.
One business success
•

We are still here!....based on a decision we made in 2010. The financial crash of 2008/9 had us with our backs against
the wall. We had full time employees (around 20) that were specialists within their field – food technology, pack
design, project management etc. We took a long hard look at our business model and decided to take a more flexible
approach to the resource we were using with a reduced full or part time employee base. Jump forward to March 2020.
Our American and UK business was booming, multiple clients, multiple projects managed by industry specialists
based on both sides of the pond. All of the USA business stopped overnight! However, because our fixed overhead
base was at an all-time low, we could effectively turn off the resource requirement overnight and that’s made us a
better business to move forward.

Two challenges for the sector
•

A part of our business is built on helping food manufacturers identify trends so they can innovate products and be
early to market. As we come out of the pandemic it will be more important than ever for businesses to keep an ear
to the ground in terms of dietary changes – last year saw the opening of the UK’s first ‘permanent’ vegan butcher in
North London for example. Things happen faster now due to the ‘Instagram’ generation and unless businesses are
monitoring what’s happening, they could find themselves very quickly behind the curve.
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Rob Kedzlie, NPD Direct
March 2021
•

Businesses will also need to look at their offering and be prepared to adapt and develop new channels. On our part,
we opened a new photographic studio which added value to what we could and are now offering clients, we also
made the decision to work (and invest) with our food service clients to support them on what the ‘new norm’ would
look like. This was a high-risk decision on our part with no guarantee of future business for NPD Direct.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

I would not say we are out of the woods. It will be a slow steady burn as food producers, brands, retailers and food
services providers start to raise their heads above the parapet. Media tells us that the economy and food service
outlets are set for a boom revival. This may be so, but we will definitely see a lag in terms of the long-term strategic
investment that will kick in from 2022 onwards.

•

Today is all about getting businesses that sell food open again. It’s not about investing for the future. These aren’t my
words, these are the words from some of the largest food producers and food service providers across the country
and it will be some time before food businesses re-energise their innovation streams. This in turn opens up the
market to smaller more agile businesses, so be prepared for some fast-growing new entrants!

•

There is no doubt that plant-based diets are gaining more attention. The news that Oatly are building their first UK
‘plant milk’ factory in Peterborough shows the size of the investment international businesses are making in the
sector. The Oatly news is on the back of doubling year on year sales and a possible $10bn US stock market listing
demonstrating the massive confidence the ‘money-men’ have in sector growth.
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Mike Davies, Eider Vertical Farming
April 2021

Mike is executive chairman of Eider Vertical Farming, a business committed to growing differently and reimagining
farming, creating perfect environments for plants to thrive. It produces fresh, nutritious and affordable food, supplying
wholesalers with a consistent, high-quality and locally grown source of supply 365 days a year. Mike has a background in
project and corporate finance and a proven track record investing in and developing energy infrastructure projects.
One business success
•

Eider Vertical Farming understands that consumers want great-tasting, locally sourced food but are reluctant
to pay more. This is why we will not grow a crop unless we can do so at a competitive market price, in line with
conventionally grown produce. Our business achievement of the last year has been proving that, by growing at scale
with proven technology, this is possible. Unlike some vertical farming companies, we do not believe that consumers
should pay a premium for vertically-farmed produce.

Two challenges for the sector
•

Food security: Shocks related to climate change, conflict, pests and emerging infectious diseases hurt food
production, disrupt supply chains and stress people’s ability to access nutritious and affordable food. Agriculture,
forestry and land use change are responsible for 25% of greenhouse gas emissions. Mitigation in the agriculture
sector is part of the solution.

•

Soil health is now a primary concern to farmers and the global community whose livelihoods depend on wellmanaged agriculture. The world has lost a third of its arable land due to erosion or pollution in the past 40 years, with
potentially disastrous consequences. This trend is close to being irretrievable without major changes to agricultural
practices.
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Mike Davies, Eider Vertical Farming
April 2021
Three forecasts for the sector
•

Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA) will be a game changer in the search for innovative and more efficient
ways to meet the world’s food requirements. The techniques and technology used in vertical farming will continue to
improve and advance. Over the last 10 years, the number and kind of crops which can be cultivated viably has already
grown: from lettuces, leafy greens and herbs to soft fruits and vining crops. In the future, staple crops such as rice and
wheat will become viable.

•

Vertical farming will reinvent the agricultural sector for a younger generation eager to explore new methods and
technologies. Outdoor farms have long struggled to recruit and retain seasonal workers to pick their crops – and this
has been an even greater challenge during lockdown and post-Brexit. Vertical farming provides employment and
training opportunities in design, research, manufacturing, robotics, data analytics, horticulture and food safety, which
are higher paid, more rewarding and offer transferrable skills.

•

Consumers are increasingly engaged with where their food comes from and how it is produced. Consumers who
shop with their values and have an appetite for delicious, responsibly sourced and affordable food will actively request
vertically farmed produce which doesn’t cost the earth.
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Duncan Farringdon, Farringdon Oils
April 2021

Duncan Farrington is a fourth generation farmer and founder of Farrington’s Mellow Yellow. He is passionate about the
wonderful health and culinary benefits of rapeseed oil and after years of research, became the UK’s first seed-to-bottle
producer of cold pressed rapeseed oil in 2005. As a LEAF (Linking Environment and Farming) demonstration farmer,
Duncan is committed to sustainable farming practises and hosts regular visits and talks to community groups. At the
beginning of 2020 Farrington Oils became the world’s first food business to be certified both carbon and plastic neutral.
One business success
•

In 2020, we were incredibly proud when Farrington Oils become the world’s first food brand to be certified as both
carbon & plastic neutral! We are signatories of the United Nations Climate Neutral Now Initiative pledge and have
achieved the Carbon Neutral Gold Standard, now for the second year. In order to achieve plastic neutrality, we have
partnered with rePurpose Global and now fund the removal of the same amount of plastic from the environment as
we use in all of our packaging.

Two challenges for the sector
•

With global carbon emissions rising and our understanding about the devasting effects this could have increasing,
this is a real challenge to not only the food and farming industry, but all industries. As a LEAF (Linking Environment
And Farming) Marque farm, we follow sustainable farming techniques which not only reduce our emissions, but
also increase our soil carbon content, meaning we are storing carbon in our soils rather than it being released to the
atmosphere. I am working with an EU project, AgricaptureCO₂, to create a globally recognised system for calculating
carbon stored in soil, which will be a huge step towards using sustainable agriculture to reduce carbon emissions on a
global scale.
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Duncan Farringdon, Farringdon Oils
April 2021
•

With global carbon emissions rising and our understanding about the devasting effects this could have increasing,
this is a real challenge to not only the food and farming industry, but all industries. As a LEAF (Linking Environment
And Farming) Marque farm, we follow sustainable farming techniques which not only reduce our emissions, but
also increase our soil carbon content, meaning we are storing carbon in our soils rather than it being released to the
atmosphere. I am working with an EU project, AgricaptureCO₂, to create a globally recognised system for calculating
carbon stored in soil, which will be a huge step towards using sustainable agriculture to reduce carbon emissions on a
global scale.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

If we can achieve a globally recognised standard for soil carbon measurements, farmers will have a new source of
revenue opened up in the form of carbon credits. AgricaptureCO₂ will hopefully lead the way to achieving this on an
international scale as a trusted, verified, and certified standard.

•

All farmers will move towards sustainable agricultural methods. It is sometimes called sustainable agriculture,
regenerative agriculture or integrated farm management; call it what you like, but I think it is common sense farming.
By improving the soil, we will be able to grow better quality crops, replacing man-made nitrogen with soil nutrition
and biological sources such as rhizobia based products, use natural predators instead of insecticides, nurture
pollinators, insects and birds and ultimately spend less money on growing more crops.

•

Sustainability will become integral for all brands as consumers will demand this. Consumers are placing more and
more importance on sustainable actions, such as less packaging, recyclable packaging, ethical production. Food
brands that embrace these ideals will thrive, whereas brands that don’t make changes will not.
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Dr Wayne Martindale, University of Lincoln
May 2021

Wayne is an Associate Professor at the National Centre for Food Manufacturing (NCFM) where he leads the Food Insights
and Sustainability Research Cluster. He trained as an apprentice with British Sugar plc and Bush Boake Allen Group in the
1980’s, completing his doctorate in biochemistry at the University of Sheffield in 1993. After a few years of working as a
marine biologist at the University of Florida, he realised life was more than messing about on boats and went to work for
the phosphate mining and the UK fertiliser industry. In 1998 he was managing technical communications at Levington
Agriculture and now works with some of our best-known food brands guiding them to carbon neutral manufacturing.
One business success
•

The beginning of 2021 was clearly reflective for all of us because of COVID19. A real shining light in all of this turmoil
was our team in Food Insights and Sustainability, we developed an investment programme for a carbon neutral food
system with 60 EC industrial and research partners. This highlighted the need for innovation in reaching carbon
zero across our NCFM networks. Even with Brexit just behind us, we worked with over 20 other European research
partners to provide a real UK advantage with a ‘build back better’ industrial programme of work.

Two challenges for the sector
•

My first challenge of the next year is to really embed Science Based Targets into the added value claims being made
by UK industry. We need to enhance them because our credibility is under the spotlight more than ever with global
scrutiny, digitalisation and social media. NCFM guidance and research in this arena helps the UK food and beverage
manufacturing industry to innovate and deliver to international standards including the UN Sustainable Development
Goals and Net Zero outcomes. Without embedding science, this is not possible and it is a challenge with the grip of
fake news on our society.
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Dr Wayne Martindale, University of Lincoln
May 2021
•

I have been a scientist long enough to know that not all consumers will necessarily be as interested in the science
here as I am. This means we need to co-create communications that resonate with consumers. This is my second
challenge. It is crucial because changing how food is consumed will provide some of the most effective ways of
decarbonising the UK food system. Part of the roadmap to carbon zero is innovative New Product Development that
results in less food waste and balanced nutrition. This is strongly influenced by social media and on-line purchasing in
an increasingly digitalised marketplace where it is exciting to be part of the drive to transform of our food system to
Net Zero.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

With the caveat that, ‘all forecasts are wrong, but some can be useful’, my first forecast is global trust in food will be
in the balance. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, we saw what happens when things go badly wrong. We can even
remember people saying the ‘death of British agriculture’ was nigh. That forecast was very wrong; so wrong, and
there is a current requirement for the food manufacturing industry to qualify its values to the UK consumer. The
release of media, such as the recent Seaspiracy movie, clearly shows it is in our interest to be transparent and qualify
these values in a world where social responsibility drives much of what we do as businesses.

•

My second forecast is that demonstrating how Net Zero will actually happen is an absolute must because it
conveniently packages so much of what we need to do. This will not go away and there will be so many spin-out
advantages in meeting it. It is far more than a trend and it is worth considering our importance where a Swedish
schoolchild and UK professional footballer have transformed thought leadership our food industry more than anyone
else in the last twelve months. Scientists, business and experts are very much on the back foot here. We need to find
better ways of communicating or settle for this, I think we will do much better.

•

My final forecast is the rethinking of how we work in the last year has changed how we interact, and I think it will
continue to do so. I feel privileged to do the work I do where I am an observer or commentator of what happens in
commerce. We often identify where innovation is cutting through and where it is best placed for impact in my line
of work. The use of on-line communications has made many aspects of contacting experts easier, and I think this
will develop a far more open industry and research collaboration. Diversity of where our talent and ideas come from
will be far less constrained by qualification or background. Our own NCFM projects in Africa and Asia demonstrate
this, we have now seen how a generation of digital entrepreneurs have changed how investment happens and the
next step change or disruption is already looking to the role of global business in social governance. The expectation
that there is a typical route through business is well and truly gone - long may that continue. We will be stronger at
welcoming talent from our global community.
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Garry Bainbridge, Ish Fish
May 2021

Garry Bainbridge is owner of the online fresh fish company ish fish. Having been a professional yachtsman for the last 20
years and sailing around the world (he is still doing this) he started ish fish three years ago with his business partner Joel
as they saw a gap in the market for an online fish start-up.
One business success
•

We knew convincing people to get fish through the post was going to take some time and lots of effort and the first
two years was tough, but we started to see a steady rise and build a community around seafood lovers through social
media, email and the cooking videos we shot! But when covid hit luckily for us it sent our business through the roof.

Two challenges for the sector
•

Fish prices do change daily and security of supply is never guaranteed. We have had considerable pressure on our
supplies with Brexit and the fact that boats are finding it harder to export. Because of this we took some of our
products off the market as we certainly don’t like to promise fish we cannot get hold of.

•

The fact that the pandemic forced many retailers to move online and saw the emergence of many new online food
retailers means there is more competition for the consumer. But competition is no bad thing and it just means that
as a business you need to focus on being better and engage with your customers on a genuine level to retain their
business.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

The last 14 months have speeded the online market up by 3-5 years as more people have become comfortable
ordering online rather than visiting the supermarkets. Whilst some of this trade will go back to the ‘bricks and mortar’
stores for the major retailers, the lockdown gave speciality retailers such as ourselves a head start and we believe the
best ones, who focus on quality of product and customer service, will continue to thrive.
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•

There is a real focus on sustainability and local produce in the food sector and consumers are making decisions based
on ethical beliefs as well as price. We don’t see this changing, and businesses that source products sustainably and
communicate this effectively will succeed. We use 100% wool fleece insulation in our containers and the remainder of
our packaging is all recyclable or reusable.

•

Has there ever been a more important time to eat right?! People will hopefully see how having a healthy diet and
immune system can play a part in everyday wellbeing and fresh fish will be on more plates in the UK because of that!
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Simon Pattinson, Montezumas
June 2021

Simon Pattinson co-founded Montezuma’s Chocolates with his wife Helen over 20 years ago, having jumped ship from life
as lawyers. Starting up with only a kitchen sink sized machine and one shop in Brighton, the business has now developed
a multi-channel model through UK and International distribution, online and retail; always retaining the essential focus of
‘business done properly’. Montezuma’s are now well on their way to reaching the goal of becoming Britain’s greatest little
chocolate company.
One business success
•

Retaining our founding principles as we stumbled through the early years is one of the more esoteric markers we
both doggedly fought to retain. While we consider this a success, the struggle is constant and real while the business
continues to grow rapidly. Professionalising the business is probably necessary, but this can bring with it an internal
tension between a socially compassionate entrepreneurial spirit and a perceived need to become corporate. We relish
this challenge.

Two challenges for the sector
•

COVID has presented one or two issues over the last year or so! We were fortunate to have a multi-channel business
where some sectors continued strongly whilst others stopped. Living in a country where support in various forms for
both businesses and individuals was made available in the short term was also beneficial. The Montezuma’s team
were phenomenal in their attitude and approach coping with the ever-changing situation. This means we are looking
to exit the pandemic as a growing business with an optimistic outlook.

•

Greed is always a challenge in business, and in our experience dealing with such minded businesses is draining
and marginally depressing. While many genuinely strive to transact in a sensible and realistic way, many do not.
If everyone was realistic about terms, margins, costs and other transactional elements, I am sure the business
landscape in the UK would be healthier and more prosperous. I am hopeful that a post COVID Britain brings about a
more compassionate and cooperative approach, and that some of the movements gaining momentum (e.g. BCorp)
expand their view of business done properly and this trickles down through some organisations who have historically
abused their power.
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Three forecasts for the sector
•

I think one’s outlook significantly depends on interpretation and being a cynical optimist. Chocolate per se does
face some challenges, but enjoyment in chocolate is here to stay, as is the growth and interest in quality food and
ingredients. Fortunately, we offer both and remain hugely excited by our product development and expansion across
all of our sectors. Cynical not mad!

•

Retail has not yet hit rock bottom and more closures are only a matter of time. In my view COVID has mostly
catalysed an already changing sector. The most important element will be the re-alignment of rents as demand
freefalls, while a downward adjustment in rates paired with an upward introduction of an online sales tax will help
prepare a re-shaped high street for the next 10 years. These changes present huge opportunities for specialist
retailers offering incredible service.

•

Environmental impact must be of the highest concern to all businesses and consumer pressure cannot be relied
on to force that move. We are currently seeing some change, but many operate what could be called “convenient
environmental policies”, partly driven by PR and marketing while always looking at the bottom line and shareholder
returns. In my view this will not bring about sufficient change, which may only come from new legislation.
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Edwin Bark, Redefine Meat
June 2021

Edwin Bark is Senior Vice President in the plant-based food industry and most recently served as interim CEO for
Plant&Bean ltd and as Managing Director of Nestlé’s European division for plant-based meat. He also holds several
advisory board positions for food tech companies in Israel and is a mentor to StartLife’s Food&Agtech Accelerator in
Wageningen (NL) and Dao Foods in China. Plant&Bean is a pioneer in the plant-based meat industry and produces and
develops plant-based meat for both international brands and retail customers.
One business success
•

The plant-based food industry and the plant-based meat category in particular has reached a tipping point and
with the fast-growing penetration of plant-based products on the daily menu of millions of consumers, need for
production capacity is growing every day. While the company has been facing capacity constraints for about two
years, we have successfully implemented a continuous improvement program. With the implementation of the
basics of Lean Manufacturing we have seen capacity increase by 30%-40%, allowing the company to go back from
unsatisfactory service levels to a consistent performance of 96+%. We have also acquired a new production facility
in Boston (Lincolnshire) and successfully started the commissioning of the first lines with the support of our biggest
customers, making the company future proof and face the ever-growing demand with confidence and optimism. To
further support the growth of the category, we have also built an eco-system for collaborative innovation with our
R&D facility at the York Biotech campus and partnerships with universities in Europe, Asia and the US, as well as the
most prominent food development and ingredient companies in the food industry.

Two challenges for the sector
•

While the growing awareness of unsustainable animal protein consumption globally has attracted many new
companies in the space, it’s fair to say that there are a lot of mainstream brands with ‘mainstream’ product quality.
The majority of the products are just not good enough to delight the hearts of die-hard carnivores. This is partially
linked to the fact that most companies are small scale and therefore lack the resources to invest enough in R&D.
Companies need therefore to step up their efforts to collaborate and innovate to bring better products to the market.
As an industry we still can do better in terms of taste, texture, cooking experience and nutritional values.
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•

From consumer research we know that price is still the biggest barrier for consumers to buy-in frequently into the
category. Two tasty plant-based hamburgers at GBP 4.99 is likely too expensive for an average family of four to have
it regularly (in comparison to the price of meat). Reaching price parity with animal meat is thus a task for the whole
industry. Building scale in the value chain to bring down the cost, but also the implementation of a True Pricing
system for animal meat will be crucial in the coming years.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

As much as progress has been made in especially ‘formed’ products like sausages, burgers, and balls, I believe the
next disruption will come from truly very promising technologies to create whole cut meat without the animal,
like 3D printing and cultured meat. Redefine Meat (3D printing technology for plant-based meat) and Future Meat
Technologies (cultured meat) are frontrunners and worth following in the coming year.

•

To drive the growth of the industry, a lot of focus and investment has gone into food development and brands.
Although the category is still very small, I believe that the ingredient suppliers can do more to innovate, by developing
new, locally grown sources of proteins, binding systems or flavouring systems. This will have major impact. Among
others, you can think of the endless possibilities of fermentation or new protein fractionation technologies.

•

Covid-19 has definitely pushed consumers to go even more digital than before. The rise of Direct2Consumer business
models and new e-commerce platforms drives a new way of consumer engagement that is here to stay. Even if the
weight of D2C is only a few percent of the total distribution today, I expect it to grow rapidly to 10%-15% of the market.
Companies who are not digital first will have to adapt to this new reality and great opportunity.

•

Finally, I believe there are not many industries that offer such a great opportunity to be a force for good. Helping
consumers change towards a (more) plant-based diet will have a tremendous impact on the planet, health and
animal welfare and is ultimately very meaningful.
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Lindsay Boswell, FareShare
June 2021

Lindsay Boswell is CEO of FareShare. FareShare is the UK’s biggest charity fighting hunger and food waste. It takes fresh,
good-to-eat food that can’t be sold in shops, either because of packaging errors, a short shelf life or overproduction and
redistributes that food through a network of 11,000 charities across the UK. These organisations then turn this nutritious
food into meals for vulnerable families and individuals, many of whom are struggling with unemployment, low income,
debt, homelessness, family break up, dependency or other issues. During the pandemic, FareShare more than doubled its
work, providing the equivalent of 132 million meals between April 2020 and March 2021 – that’s 4 meals every second.
One business success
•

The last year was both a challenging and momentous one for FareShare. We faced unprecedented demand for
redistributed food and were asked to deliver two multi-million-pound emergency government grants, to help get
food to those most in need. Our staff and volunteers worked flat out on the front-line throughout the Covid-19
pandemic. Half of the 11,000 charities and community groups FareShare supports are in the UK’s most deprived areas,
and they provide vital wrap-around care in their local communities. Getting a good meal is an enormous incentive
for people to visit a local charity. Each meal could mean one less trip to the GP for an isolated older person, another
family signposted to a source of support, or a chance for someone struggling with addiction to seek help. FareShare
makes a difference to millions of UK citizens. What motivates our extraordinary team to go above and beyond, is
making a positive impact on someone’s life. We have done this every working day for the past 27 years. But 2020
has proved to be something else. As a result of everyone’s herculean efforts over the pandemic, 1 in 3 people now
recognise the FareShare brand.

Two challenges for the sector
•

FareShare had to overhaul its entire redistribution system to meet the unprecedented demand for food at the start
of the pandemic. Before the first lockdown, just one in ten of the charities we support were operating as food banks
or pantries. That changed to nearly one in two, coupled with a much greater need for longer lasting ambient food, for
example, tins and packets.
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•

But just as society opens up, the entire food industry is now facing a new challenge – a shortage of HGV drivers and
haulage capacity in the UK. As a result, a third of the food we would normally receive is currently not getting to our
warehouses. We are working hard to final alternative solutions, to make sure food gets to those who need it most.
And FareShare is leading the way in tackling a long-term challenge to redistributing waste food– the fact that it is
often cheaper to let unsold food rot in the ground or go for animal feed, rather than get it to people. More than a third
of our food now comes through our pioneering Surplus with Purpose scheme, which works with small-scale farmers,
growers and suppliers to help with the costs involved.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

Despite FareShare’s efforts, a staggering two million tonnes of good-to-eat food is still wasted across the food
industry each year. Food waste is a huge contributor to global warming. It accounts for at least 8% of total global
greenhouse gas emissions - around three times pre-Covid levels of emissions from the aviation industry.

•

With COP26 taking place in Glasgow, this year presents a perfect opportunity for the UK to take a global lead on the
issue of tackling food waste, especially when you consider that our neighbours, France, currently redistributes six
times the amount of waste food we do here.

•

Our Surplus with Purpose scheme is already being supported by some supermarkets, as an example of best practice.
And we believe the time is now right for government and industry to work in partnership to lead the way and stop
much more of that good-to-eat food from being wasted. Many families in the UK are likely to still be facing economic
uncertainty this autumn, with, for example, the end of the furlough scheme, and the charities we support expect
demand for redistributed food to remain high throughout this year.
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George May, biobean
July 2021

George May is Managing Director at bio-bean, the world’s only industrial recycler of spent coffee grounds. As one of the
original team at bio-bean George has played a key part in the growth of the company, from pre-revenue through to the
launch of bio-bean’s range of innovative bio-based products, including our best-selling winter fire logs, Coffee Logs, and
our coffee flavour extract for use in the beverage industry. George developed a UK supply chain that processes thousands
of tonnes of spent coffee from the likes of Costa Coffee, and ultimately saves tens of thousands of tonnes of CO2e. Prior to
joining bio-bean, George spent five years as a lawyer at Ashurst LLP, specialising in project financing within the renewable
energy sector.
One business success
•

Achieved Certified B Corporation™ status in October 2020: Certified B Corporations are a select group of for-profit
companies using the power of business to build a more inclusive and sustainable economy. B Corps are verified,
through a rigorous assessment process, to have met the highest standards of “social and environmental performance,
public transparency and legal accountability to balance profit and purpose”. For us, the ethos behind B Corp™
is aligned with what we are trying to achieve at bio-bean, so to become a B Corp is a fantastic recognition of the
business that the team has built, as well as being a clear marker for the way in which we will operate going forward.

Two challenges for the sector
•

Legislation inhibiting innovation: There is a great deal of talk at a governmental (and other) level about supporting
UK innovation, supporting small business to move forward and supporting the transition to a circular economy in
light of the climate crisis. The reality is that, albeit not always, government moves too slowly and our model requires
an agile, rapid response, which can be difficult for government, governmental bodies and large organisations alike.
We don’t fit in the already framed boxes. We didn’t exist when regulations were formed, and government often
doesn’t quite seem to know what to do with us. It can be hugely frustrating; no doubt prevents others from bringing
forward innovation and is an area that needs direct action to resolve. We’ll continue to push for better dialogue,
legislative support and direct engagement whilst developing the solution that we offer. Through tenacity we, and
other innovative businesses and change-makers, must continue to progress the sustainability agenda.
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•

Not just a nice idea: Behaviour change at scale. The idea behind what we do is so simple and tangible that people
immediately ‘get it’. However, often when it then comes to implementing segregated spent coffee collections or
onboarding a new product/material we are met with the ‘computer says no’ response and the idea that new and
different is difficult. What this boils down to is the need for a shift in behavioural mindset. Once that has happened,
the rest will fall into place – easy as that…We also regularly come up against outdated, short-termist ways of thinking,
such as ‘we’ve always done it this way so why should we do it that way?’ or ‘what’s in it for me?’ rather than ‘what’s
best for all of us?’. This is often exacerbated in large organisations where there are numerous stakeholders with
their own agendas leading to siloed thinking and processes. If we are really to address the climate crisis we’re living
through then there is a need for legislation and businesses to be more proactive – walk the walk and not just talk the
talk.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

Rise and rise of upcycled : Upcycling is the process of transforming items that would have otherwise been discarded
or wasted into a product or products of higher quality or value than the original. It is about reducing waste by using,
where possible, every last bit of the resources in front of us to create high quality, valuable products. According to
Mattson, a food innovation and development firm, 95% of consumers want to do their part to reduce food waste[i],
and in 2019 more than half (57%) of consumers were aiming to buy more food and beverages made with upcycled
ingredients in the next year[ii]. Even investors are showing increasing interest in similar upcycling concepts. A report
released by ReFED in late 2018 cited 125 million USD of private investment in the first 10 months of that year alone for
start-ups aiming to reduce food waste.[iii] Add to all this the rapid emergence of the Upcycled Food Association’s logo
on consumer goods, and you can see this trend is set to continue.

•

Greater consumer scrutiny as to provenance & sustainability of products: Consumers are increasingly becoming
aware of their ecological footprint, and even more so following COVID-19’s sweep across the globe. More and more,
they are forming an emotional connection with sustainability, and their purchase behaviour is shifting toward ethical
brands – particularly for products they bring into their homes or bodies. In fact, according to a 2020 global survey
by Capgemini Research Institute, 79% of customers are changing their preferences based on the environmental
impact, inclusiveness or social responsibility of their purchases. And 88% of customers want brands to help them
live more sustainably.[iv] Even more significantly, consumers are willing to pay more for these products. A Nielsen
study reported that 90% of Millennials (those currently aged 24-39) are willing to pay more for products that contain
environmentally friendly or sustainable ingredients.[v] As the current exponential growth of the B Corp movement is
demonstrating the demand for businesses to be able to demonstrate and articulate the robustness of their supply
chains is fast becoming the norm – it is a must have for consumers.

•

Desire for localised supply chains: Linked with the above is something that we are seeing from within our own
business both in terms of inbound and outbound supply – the realisation that a shorter, more localised supply chain
offers significant benefits. If companies can source products and raw materials from within their country of operation
there is the potential for far greater certainty of supply, reduced lead times, greater flexibility and significant CO2e
reduction. Not to mention that consumers are demanding to know more about where their products have come
from. Localised supply offers brands the ability to engage with their consumer base about the action that they’re
taking to address climate and other concerns and to support UK business growth, particularly in more innovative
and disruptive arenas such as ours. I of course acknowledge that this localised supply chain simply isn’t possible in
all instances and that to achieve greater localised supply there is a need for investment in in-country capabilities,
whether manufacturing or other, that certainly in the UK do not currently exist.
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Laura Ryan, Lavenpark
July 2021

Laura is an expert in building global networks and driving transformational change across the agri-food sector.
She has a portfolio of work across the global meat sector including her consultancy business Lavenpark, being Founder
and Global Chair of Meat Business Women (the global professional networking group for women working across the
meat industry, assuring the sustainability of the meat sector by attracting and retaining the best possible talent) and cofounder of the trailblazing Global Meat Alliance initiative.
The GMA is on a mission to connect the fragmented global meat industry by sharing the best insight and developing joint
programmes to positively impact consumer behaviour worldwide.
One business success
•

My most significant highlight from the last year was creating the opportunity for corporate businesses and individuals
to become members of Meat Business Women. We are now operating with members across the globe, all coming
together on a monthly basis to share best practice whilst on a mission to attract and retain talent for the meat sector.
Coupled with this, we have launched a global mentoring scheme to allow our members to connect on a one-on-one
basis.

Two challenges for the sector
•

Inter-governmental pressures: at the most senior level, decision makers are challenging the sustainability of meat
production and consumption. We’ll see this at the forthcoming United Nations Food Systems Summit and COP26.
The meat sector has been slow at building a strong aligned global narrative and my work with Global Meat Alliance
will assist in overcoming this. We need to resist the temptation to be negative about other production systems and
be pro-active about the category as a whole before we flag differentiation.
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•

Image: The image of working in the meat sector is poor and the recent Meat Business Women report (https://
meatbusinesswomen.org/2020-report/) highlighted that graduates do not feel that the meat sector is an aspirational
one to work in. This is partly fuelling the significant labour crisis the industry is experiencing, alongside post-Brexit
immigration rules.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

New agricultural policy: we will see contraction of production in the red meat sector, especially in the uplands where
farmers will be rewarded for rewilding and planting trees. Rural communities will be impacted as major businesses,
such as British Airways, buy farms for carbon offsetting and areas no longer produce livestock.

•

Sustainability: the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals will become increasingly important to the meat
processing sector; this includes the climate challenges and the race to net zero, but sustainability in its widest sense
will be increasingly business critical.

•

Demand for meat: UK consumers will still want to consume meat. The increase in sales throughout the global
pandemic has re-connected shoppers with meat and it’s unlikely to reduce in significant volumes, particularly as the
major retailers sell many lines as a loss leader.
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Pev Manners, Belvoir Farms
August 2021

Pev Manners is Managing Director of Belvoir Fruit Farms, who manufacture a wide range of over 40 drinks and cordials
at their base in Bottesford, Nottinghamshire. With over 60 acres of elderflowers, it’s a business very much based on
natural ingredients and care for the environment. The range is stocked in all major supermarkets, and a large number of
independent retailers, pubs, farm shops and restaurants.
One business success
•

In the last year we have seen, with the COVID lockdown from March 2020, the most incredible shift in our business.
We saw all of our Easter promos cancelled last year and then our sales of Sparkling drinks collapsed as hospitality
outlets closed and people stopped entertaining at home as lockdown bit. During last summer though it became
clear that despite having forecast a loss for 2020, demand for our Belvoir Cordial range was increasing fast and we
had to bring production operatives back from furlough and get cracking on making lots of Cordial, whose sales
rose in proportion to the drop in sales of Sparkling drinks. This flexibility right across the business in the face of
extraordinary change meant we actually made a profit in one of the toughest years and we consider this a huge
success.

Two challenges for the sector
•

Learning a new way of working with working from home has been a huge challenge for our commercial and
marketing teams. We’d never used Teams or Zoom before March of last year and the learning curve was steep. One
of our biggest challenges now is re-setting the ways of working; setting new expectations for how often and when
people will be expected in the office and how we conduct meetings and internal communications.

•

Another challenge we are facing is cost inflation across a range of costs including labour, transport, packaging, raw
materials and ingredients’ costs. Transport costs in some cases have been increased twice this year already by some
suppliers and another has given us a blank 14% price increase. Other cost increases have been similar.
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Three forecasts for the sector
•

Sustainability Scores: Consumers are demanding to know what the brands and their producers are doing about
sustainability. It will become normal to display a sustainability ‘score’ on each pack which will be externally audited.
We have started this already: Belvoir Farm drinks are zero waste to landfill and have very high re-use and recycle rates
for all our waste. We have just had all our waste streams externally audited by Certified Sustainable and we have got a
Gold rating from them which we are very proud of. By the end of September, we should be using 25% self-generated
electricity as our new PV roof goes on finally, after 5 years of trying to get permission!

•

Price Inflation: As costs increase across the board, led by labour costs and logistics costs, it is inevitable that these cost
increases will be passed onto the consumer in the form of inflation. Already expectations are rising from suppliers. The
challenge is that so far customers are not expecting these increases. Consumer price inflation will hit 5% by August
next year.

•

In the drive to lessen the obesity problem in the UK, sugar will continue to be demonised, despite being natural and
when consumed in small quantities a good source of energy, unlike artificial sweeteners. I forecast that the sugar tax
that the National Food Strategy suggested will come in, despite Boris saying he is against it, but at a lower level. There
will be no extra tax on Pizza, crisps, processed cheese or fats!
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Mandy Lucas, Farm Animal Welfare Consulting
August 2021

Mandy Lucas is founder of Farm Animal Welfare Consulting Ltd, a business that champions animal welfare across food
and textile production systems. As a farmer’s daughter, and working in agricultural services throughout her life, she has
kept in contact with farmers, visiting farms on every continent asking What, How and Why.
She works with brands, to establish their animal welfare sourcing policies and to broker impactful conversations
throughout their supply chains, which results in effective implementation and continuous improvement.
One business success
•

In August 2020, I started to support an international brand to articulate their commitment to animal welfare, by
publishing an animal welfare policy and implementation report. I got a real sense of pride when I saw “Animal
Welfare” listed on their website footer for the first time. Our achievement was reflected in their 2020 Business
Benchmark on Farm Animal Welfare (BBFAW) ranking, which saw them move to Tier 4 described as “Making
progress on implementation”. We are confident that Tier 3 is achievable for 2021. Approximately 60 staff have now
received training, introducing them to the concepts of animal welfare and why it matters to their brand. Animal
welfare is now considered in every New Product Development (NPD) or procurement decision, which is a massive
step forward.

Two challenges for the sector
•

A Good Life: Animal welfare has moved on since Ruth Harrison’s book Animal Machines (1964) and the Brambell
Report (1965). The concept of the Five Freedoms, which focused on doing less harm, is rightly being replaced
by providing animals under our care with a life worth living and preferably a good life. Even with this change of
emphasis, animal welfare remains a balancing act. Whether animals should be farmed at all falls under the topic of
animal ethics not animal welfare.
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•

Once you have decided to farm animals, then providing them with the best life possible relies on farmers and animal
welfare scientists collaborating. With reliable science to create and improve assessment tools which demonstrate
animal welfare outcomes, farmers can feel confident in innovating and investing to improve their production
systems. Sustainable improvements in animal welfare are more likely to be delivered if they originate from farmers
driving the change. Maybe it is time to incentivise or reward farmers for improving animal welfare outcomes,
irrespective of how this is achieved, rather than dictating “the how” without fully understanding “the why”.

•

Single Issue Animal Welfare Campaigns: Brands are often driven to act by consumer pressure, which is generated
through campaigns run by animal welfare groups. An animal welfare group will understandably always prioritise
animal welfare; but at what cost to the sustainability of our food production system? The “all or nothing approach”
may result in a lower overall impact. The current criticism that retailers are not committing to the Better Chicken
Commitment (BCC) is a good example. Most retailers offer ranges which are compliant with, or exceed, BCC
requirements, which in turn improves the lives of millions of birds. Surely this is better than ten brands committing to
be 100% compliant by 2026? Yet, retailers are criticised for falling behind and not committing to a concept. Retailers
are customer led; if consumers empty the higher welfare shelves, then more will follow. Wouldn’t it be better to
congratulate this approach?

Three forecasts for the sector
•

New Legislation: The EU Commission adopted the Farm to Fork Strategy in May 2020. This plan outlines the need
for actions on animal welfare, in the context of a more sustainable agriculture. As a direct outcome of this strategy
is the launch of an evaluation of the EU legislation on the welfare of farmed animals, called “Fitness Check”. This
Fitness Check aims to help the Commission to assess the relevance of its current legislative framework composed
of five EU Directives and two EU Regulations, covering animal welfare on farms, during transport and at killing. The
Fitness Check is due to be completed by the end of 2021 and the results of the Fitness Check will be used to review
animal welfare legislation. It is unlikely that any updates will occur until this Fitness Check is complete. Meanwhile the
European Parliament has called for the end of caged farming within the next six years. MEPs voted overwhelmingly
on a ban on the use of cages in animal agriculture by 2027. Member states are also setting their own legislation
and timelines, with France and Germany announcing legislation banning the culling of male chicks from the laying
hen industry and Germany introducing legislation on farrowing crates ahead of any EU ban. Where will the United
Kingdom sit; will it wait and follow the EU or will try to get a head start? The consultation on “Improvements to animal
welfare in transport” closed in February 2021 and The Animal Welfare (Sentience) Bill is currently awaiting its third
reading in the House of Lords. One thing is certain, implementing new or revised legislation will affect all areas of
livestock production over the next five years.

•

Animal Welfare Policies: Most brand level animal welfare policies will be found on the corporate websites of food
retailers, foodservice, restaurants, pubs and hotel chains. Fashion retailers and textile brands are the next likely to
have made a start. But animal-based products are entwined throughout our lives, often in less obvious places such
as cars (leather trim and upholstery), furniture (feather, wool or horse hair in beds or upholstered goods), health
foods (gelatine in capsule shells) and sports supplements (whey, eggs and bovine colostrum in protein shakes and
bars). There are very few businesses that do not have an impact on the lives of animals even if it is only in the choice
they make about their fleet or the soft furnishings used in store. Consumers and investors will continue to demand
increased visibility of sourcing policies for animal derived products and materials used throughout a company.

•

Imports: Trade Agreements present new opportunities and new challenges. Understanding the detail around animal
welfare legislation and enforcement across agriculture is a crucial first step. Exploring differences in production
systems will be crucial in deciphering the detail needed to understand how level the playing field is and where to
draw the red lines. Getting the right people around the table will be key.
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Kristian Moeller, GLOBALG.A.P
September 2021

Kristian Moeller is Managing Director at GLOBALG.A.P c/o FoodPLUS GmbH. Based in Cologne, Germany but with team
members all over the world, GLOBALG.A.P. develops assurance solutions for the farm to consumer supply chain, including
certification standards, tailor-made farm assessments, capacity building projects for emerging markets, and a consumer
label.
The Integrated Farm Assurance (IFA) standards are GLOBALG.A.P’s most well-known and widely implemented standards,
covering food safety, worker health and safety, the environment, traceability, and animal welfare. After two decades of
progress, more than 200,000 producers are now under IFA certification in 134 countries.
One business success
•

In April 2021, on the fifth anniversary of the launch of our older aquaculture consumer label, we launched our newlook consumer label – the GGN label. The yellow “certified farming” seal can be applied to fruit and vegetables,
farmed seafood, flowers and plants to guide consumers to responsibly farmed products and provide transparency
on their origins. The first products featuring the GGN label are due to appear on supermarket shelves soon. It is an
ambitious move to enter this crowded market but following our successful launch event and the level of interest we
have seen so far, we are confident in our efforts to promote certified, responsible farming. I believe our GGN label
portal will go a long way to building trust among conscious consumers.

Two challenges for the sector
•

I have already seen reports stating an increase in cases of food fraud over the pandemic period, and, unfortunately,
I think this trend may be set to continue. Organised crime groups realise there is money to be made here. We in the
food industry must react accordingly and encourage holistic solutions for the whole supply chain. At GLOBALG.A.P.
we are developing more data-driven solutions to help with this.
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•

Food safety must continue to be a priority, whatever is going on in the outside world. This last year we have seen how
the pandemic affected audits and supply chains around the world. Next time (of course we hope there won’t be a
next time, but it’s best to be prepared!), we must be able to react more quickly and ensure that food safety standards
are upheld even in times of crisis. I think digitalization in the sector, including remote audits and the use of data to
demonstrate compliance, will become more mainstream and go some way to helping with this.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

As climate change concerns grow and we see the seasons and weather changing, farming and food production will
be impacted. For this reason I think there will be an even bigger push for better environmental protection in farming
and the need for continuous improvement at an individual producer level. This means reducing energy and resources
used, year on year. To monitor this, I expect the use of data and sharing thereof to become more mainstream.
Measuring the impact of farming, at farm level, will provide insights for the whole industry as to how we can do better
together.

•

Traceability solutions for the supply chain – including blockchain – will develop very rapidly and be made transparent
to consumers. Consumers are looking for brands they can trust, and transparency in the supply chain does a lot for
fostering trust. Businesses will invest heavily in certification (such as our Chain of Custody certificate) and technology
for supply chains that offer assurance of where products come from and how they are produced. The GGN label offers
one way to make the supply chains transparent to consumers.

•

I suspect that we will see an ever-greater demand for higher animal welfare standards. Since the Coronavirus
pandemic, many people are thinking more deeply about the way in which we interact with nature and how we rear
animals and consume animal products. During the revision process for our IFA standards, we received a huge amount
of feedback on animal welfare topics, especially within aquaculture. This has been a huge driving factor behind our
collaboration with RSPCA Assured for a tailor made assurance solution on animal welfare.
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Vee Gururajan, B-hive Innovations
September 2021

Vee Gururajan is a co-inventor/innovator and has worked in the R & D fresh produce industry for 16 years. Vee Gururajan
is Executive Board Director at Branston Limited, one of the largest retail potato suppliers in the UK. Vee is also Managing
Director at B-hive Innovations Limited, an Agri-tech company created in 2017.
One business success
•

Business growth: Over the past 18 months we’ve gone from strength to strength, expanding from a team of 12 to 19
and we’re still recruiting. The business continues to grow, and we are starting to get interest in our technologies from
outside the UK, which will open up fantastic opportunities to export our innovation within a post-Brexit landscape. In
addition, the team have secured Innovate UK funding for two new projects – this is a very competitive process and is a
huge achievement.

Two challenges for the sector
•

Pace of Change: The word unprecedented has been widely used in the recent past, however, we are seeing an
unprecedented pace in advancement of technologies that could increase productivity in agriculture.

•

Lack of readiness / acceptance from farmers: There are so many technologies and data platforms available to growers
for all crop types. It can be difficult for growers to understand what works well for them, and to have trust in a new
system. Because of this, it is imperative agri-tech companies work with growers when developing their technologies
to gain end user feedback into the product and to gain their trust.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

Race to net zero emissions: What we’ve started to see this year already, and expect to see for the foreseeable future,
is businesses working towards lower carbon emissions. This is being seen across the agri-food industry from farm to
fork, businesses are looking for new practices and technologies to help them reach the net zero target.
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•

New talent: We attract graduates with emerging skills who are passionate about using their skill set to bring
meaningful changes in society and increasingly we are seeing that they are opting for ag-tech businesses to fulfil
their passion. This is a fantastic opportunity to bring new talent into agriculture.

•

Deep learning and AI: The use of these technologies will increase for all aspects of agriculture, to help break away
from conventional sampling data and provide meaningful insights on crops using whole population data.
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April Dear, Cranswick PLC
October 2021

April has a wealth of experience working within food development, starting her career as a classically trained chef before
transitioning into the world of manufacturing where she now run’s the NPD and process department at Cranswick
Convenience Sutton Fields. April has worked with all major retailers and discounters with a portfolio of products in
multiple categories across fresh and frozen meat, as well as ready meals. Her passion for first to market ideas and quality
ingredients has been matched with enthusiasm to advertise the opportunities within the industry, a cause that has
resulted in her winning the Meat Business Women One to Watch Award in 2021. April has chosen to spend her personal
development prize money on creating an enterprise project named, ‘Feed Your Future’. Through the school’s Business
Hub sixth form students in the Hull area will be invited to invent the next summer BBQ meat product with the prize
being a real launch into store. The journey to create a viable product will see them partnered with industry experts for
mentorship and an insight into the professional opportunities they could have should they wish to enter the industry.
One business success
•

Throughout the pandemic the meat industry has been, as many others, under extreme pressure to function with
an increased demand in all areas. Within this innovation has not been halted, on the contrary the pre-determined
pipeline has been re-visited with strategy overhauls allowing for great growth and demonstrating the agile nature
of the business. Cranswick has at all times upheld its integrity and preference to do the right thing, whether this be
supporting the NHS staff meals or the employee development programmes – the disruptive environment in which
we find ourselves has not become an excuse to compromise on quality, value, people or innovation. This attribute
from one of the UK’s largest meat suppliers is one to be proud of.

Two challenges for the sector
•

Labour at all levels: by now we are all aware of the front- line labour challenges, however this barrier to entry is
not only prevalent at operative level. The outdated image of the meat industry coupled with the negative press
surrounding it regarding sustainability makes for a perfect storm of lack of desire from the next generation to enter
the sector. We need to start speaking up about the vast opportunities available, step out from behind the guarded
gates in which the food industry has historically hidden itself and shout about the good already being done as well as
the difference they could make working for such sizeable businesses.
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•

Unpredictable landscape: a challenge or an opportunity, the sharp increase in sales for all retailers in 2020 will be
driving innovation strategies on how to retain the growth across the board. We will see leaps of faith in strategies and
a shake-up of who we thought their identities were. The labour and material shortages being experienced across the
food industry is opening as many doors as it is shutting, this will drive suppliers into new categories thus creating a
diverse influx of ideas into spaces that would not have traditionally been open to them.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

Price increases: to sustain product availability and the UK’s reputation as having a premium innovation offering, prices
will rise to enable the fulfilment of the full supply chain. Managing consumer reactions to retailers at this time will be
challenging.

•

Working environment evolution: with working from home now the norm for so many, the manufacturing sector will
have to find its own way of incorporating this to retain talent in more office-based roles, a change we would not likely
have seen for decades if not for the pandemic.

•

Increase in demand for high welfare meat: as consumers make the link to the sustainability benefits this area will
grow, demand is already high vs supply so this trend will result in a genuine increase in higher welfare environments.
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Marion Regan, Hugh Lowe Farms
October 2021

Marion is Managing Director of Hugh Lowe Farms Ltd, who farm 750ha and produce around 5,000 tonnes of strawberries
and 1,000 tonnes of raspberries and blackberries under tunnels and glass on 170ha. A family business established in late
Victorian times, HLF primarily grows in Kent and Marion took over the business from her father in 1996. You can find out
more about the business and how they operate at https://www.hughlowefarms.com.
One business success
•

This year we have produced a substantial proportion of our own fruit plants, either grown on from runner tips or
modules, or propagated under licence. Having a reliable source of disease-free, quality plants with strong yield
potential is key to our production planning, and mitigates the risks to the business of importing plants from overseas
given uncertain supply chains, exchange rates and plant health regulations.

Two challenges for the sector
•

All input costs are rising, especially labour, driven by regulation and especially the shortage of people interested
or able to do seasonal agricultural work. We continue to innovate through varietal improvement, automation, and
developing better growing systems to enhance productivity, but inevitably our costs of production continue to rise
without a concomitant increase in price, and business growth is restricted by the lack of labour.

•

Crop protection is becoming ever more challenging given climate change-related weather uncertainties, and the
arrival of alien pests and pathogens. We need rapid approval of novel biological controls and other critical crop
protection products.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

Strawberry prices will eventually increase but maybe not before standards have first dropped, prompting
disappointed customers to bring pressure on retailers to lift the eating quality and environmental credentials of their
offers. Clear provenance labelling may become more important.
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•

Imports will increase as some berry production becomes unprofitable, and so some environmental problems such as
unsustainable water footprints or elevated GHG emissions, will be exported to countries with lower costs and lower
standards, not helping the sector’s drive towards sustainability or ethical responsibility.

•

Robotics and automation will have a commercial impact sooner than first thought - most probably beginning with
applications such as pruning, data collection, pot handling and packing, but developing harvesting robots will
continue to be the big prize attracting outside investment.
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Rupert Hargreaves, Global Plant Genetics
November 2021

Rupert is Co-owner and director of Global Plant Genetics Ltd headquartered in Norfolk UK. The company has an
Intellectual Property portfolio of world class genetics in crops such as strawberries, raspberries, blueberries, blackberries,
grape rootstocks, wine grape varieties, walnuts, pistachios and asparagus. The varieties are protected and marketed
internationally and licensed through nurseries, large growers or produce marketing companies. You can find out more
about the business, its vision and values at https://www.globalplantgenetics.com.
One business success
•

From a start-up just over six years ago Global Plant Genetics Ltd has created a world leading Intellectual Property
portfolio representing genetics from international plant breeding powerhouses such as the University of California
USA, University of Georgia USA, James Hutton Institute Scotland and Oregon blueberries. Representing the
genetics from these organisations has been instrumental in helping the Global Plant Genetics brand to become an
international success.

Two challenges for the sector
•

Labour availability and cost continues to be a challenge for the industry. The recognition of this is important to our
breeding partners when identifying varieties for the future. Total class one yield per plant will continue to be crucial
to growers’ profitability as well as being a key factor in helping reduce labour costs per kilogram. A focus on yield
improvement must not be to the detriment of increased disease resistance, better flavour and improved shelf life.

•

Growers are faced with an overwhelming number of new genetics from a large number of breeders. The challenge
for leading breeders and IP companies will be to produce balanced and credible information to all stakeholders
highlighting the social and environmental benefits of these new and improved varieties to help take an increased
market share.
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Three forecasts for the sector
•

Consumption of berries will undoubtedly continue to increase internationally as well as the use of wine grapes!
Exports from major produce producing countries will expand as well as production in new territories. We will continue
to see a rise in consumption from our product sectors in more localised markets too.

•

Consumers will continue to take more interest in the health benefits of the products they are eating but will want to
be more aware of the social and environmental aspects behind the production.

•

The value of Intellectual Property within the supply chain will continue to increase as new varieties offer
improvements to all stakeholders from grower to consumer.
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Lance Harris, New Futures Network
November 2021

Lance Harris is a member of the New Futures Network (NFN) – a small specialist team within the Ministry of Justice and is
the National Sector Lead for Manufacturing, Agriculture & Horticulture. This role involves supporting Governors, offenders
and their external partners to develop work in prison workshops and on their farms and gardens, leading to employment
outcomes for companies who offer work to prison leavers and those on temporary release.
One business success
•

Led the development of high-profile partnerships with Timpson and Halfords. Both of these organisations work with
offenders in branded prison academies and workshops that we developed. This has led to real jobs on release for
offenders who gained skills and qualifications in our academies. More recently, we have been working closely with the
agri-food sector, including trade bodies to identify ways to resolve the labour issues in the food supply chain.

Two challenges for the sector
•

Growing labour shortages have led to organisations looking for alternative recruitment streams. Recruiting offenders
does present challenges but understanding the social and business benefits of working with the prison service and
looking to employ offenders is a growing trend. Reducing the number of victims, reducing crime and helping prison
leavers lead more law-abiding lives are significant outcomes for engaging with us.

•

Our challenge is identifying and placing offenders into vacancies in a timely manner to meet the need. Each sector
has its own challenges and requirements, and we will need to work closely together to resolve these. The food sector
is in many ways an ideal candidate for our help as it is facing many serious labour shortage issues that are affecting
the supply of products to consumers.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

Further exploration into more “hard to reach groups” where previous recruitment has not been considered.
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•

The food and drink sector will require more diversity of staffing if it is to meet the immense challenges it faces. We
will see a return to managed immigrant labour especially around logistics.

•

Inevitably, the sector will face increased labour costs because of the shortage of staff. This will inevitably lead to
higher prices for consumers. Whilst there will be resistance to this, consumers will have to accept it as a consequence
of current conditions.
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Tessa Clarke, OLIO
November 2021

Tessa Clarke is co-founder of food-sharing app Olio. Launched in 2015, the app connects neighbours with each other, and
local businesses so surplus food can be shared and not thrown away. The app has over 5 million users in 49 countries, and
estimates that over 34 million portions of food have been shared. For further information visit the website: https://olioex.
com/
One business success
•

We’ve had lots of successes–and just as many failures too! It’s impossible to choose just one success but perhaps the
first time an item of food was shared via OLIO–it was a home grown lettuce in July 2015 and was proof that maybe,
just maybe, this crazy idea was going to work! Other significant highlights have been closing funding rounds, filming
with Jimmy Doherty & Jamie Oliver for their TV show Friday Night Feast, and winning an award from the United
Nations who highlighted OLIO as a ‘beacon’ for the world.

Two challenges for the sector
•

For too long, food waste has been endemic in the sector, but now consumers and employees are calling time on this.
Therefore businesses are of all sizes need to be measuring, monitoring and eliminating their food waste as a matter
of urgency. Food waste is a complex issue which has historically been tough to crack, but with OLIO’s Food Waste
Heroes Programme there’s no longer an excuse for any business to be throwing away food from their stores.

•

Another major challenge is that the sector needs to move its marketing on from appealing to our ‘monkey brain’, and
selling us food that’s attractive but not necessarily good for us or sustainable. Instead it needs to do something much,
much harder, which is to convince us to undertake behaviour change at scale.
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Three forecasts for the sector
•

I think a mega trend coming out of COVID is the return of the pendulum swing to all things local. I believe that we will
continue to fall out of love with unsustainable, impersonal brands that do nothing for the planet or our communities,
and will increasingly want to shop, eat, work and live local. Technology advancements mean we no longer need
centralisation or economies of scale for efficiency and so I think we’re on the cusp of a very interesting–and long
overdue–local renaissance.

•

According to the UN, humanity’s demand for water is going to outstrip supply by 40% by 2030. Given that water is a
critical, and enormous component of the global food industry, I think we’ll see a burst of innovation looking to much,
much better utilise our precious water resources.

•

I’m hopeful that regenerative agriculture will unlock much, much more research and investment, and so play a critical
role in helping us to reinvent our food and drink systems.
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Tara Mei, Bread and Jam
December 2021

Tara Mei is an international serial entrepreneur and the co-founder of the UK’s largest community of food and drink
founders, Bread & Jam. She is a winner of The Grocer’s prestigious Top New Talent award and has successfully supported
the growth of thousands of emerging food and drink brands through the launch of international accelerator programmes
and cutting edge industry conferences and workshops. During the pandemic, she launched Mahalo: the fastest growing
distributor of emerging brands to the speciality independent sector, supplying Selfridges, Fortnum & Mason, Farmdrop,
The Conran Shop and hundreds of independent farm shops and delis across the UK.
One business success
•

I was delighted to launch Mahalo during the pandemic and the growth that we have experienced over the last year
has been incredibly exciting. Our revenue and customer base have grown consistently month on month and I am
proud to be actively supporting some of the best emerging food and drink brands by providing an affordable and
collaborative route to market. The appetite for innovative, small batch brands has never been stronger and equally, it
has been a privilege to supply hundreds of independent retailers and play a part in helping local businesses flourish.
The sheer number of new openings within the speciality retail sector stands testament to the nation’s enthusiasm for
shopping local.

Two challenges for the sector
•

There is a chronic personnel shortage across the board and businesses will have to invest more in developing a strong
company culture if they are to remain competitive in attracting the best team. More people have begun to realise the
impact of the inflexibility of pre-pandemic working styles on their mental health and working from home is here to
stay. Businesses must consider how to develop their teams with remote workers and invest in technologies that allow
them to maintain a healthy work life balance without affecting the health of the business itself.
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•

Costs are rising and the Covid excuse has lost its shine. Prices have increased across the supply chain and the
consumer will begin to bear the brunt. Small producers will have to work harder and more creatively to capture their
attention. The agility of emerging brands may have provided a fruitful headstart for them during the pandemic but
now, the big boys have caught up and consumer compassion is wearing thin.

Three forecasts for the sector
•

Sustainability will continue to play an important role in buying choices and subsequently on new product
development. As discussions about living a more sustainable lifestyle become commonplace, the values that are
currently positioned as unique selling points will become the status quo and set the foundations for any business
launching into the food and drink industry.

•

Alternative routes to market came into their own during the pandemic and show no signs of slowing. Crisis breeds
innovation and as hospitality learned to diversify and discovered new revenue streams, in turn producers shifted their
efforts away from traditional retail routes to market. Selling online direct to consumer will continue to become an
increasingly important channel for emerging and established food brands.

•

Functional foods, once the mainstay for health stores, have begun to penetrate grocery and speciality channels as
consumer expectation of the food they buy goes beyond basic satiation. Ironically, as the world slowed during the
pandemic, consumers found the time to consider how they could make the most of the time they did have. They
began to make more considered choices about the food they ate and the impact it had on their bodies. Taste is
becoming less important.
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